Let M is a Г-ring. In this paper the concept of orthogonal symmetric higher bi-derivations on semiprime Гring is presented and studied and the relations of two symmetric higher bi-derivations on Г-ring are introduced.
Introduction:
Let M and Г be two additive abelian groups, M is called a Г-ring if the following conditions are satisfied for any x,y,z M and , Г: i) xαy ϵM ii)
xα(y + z) = xαy + xαz x(α + β)y = xαy + xβy (x + y)αz = xαz + yαz iii) (xαy)βz = xα(yβz) The nottion of a Г-riing was first introduced by Nobusawa and generalized by Barnes 1966 (1) as above definition. It is well known that every ring is Г-ring . M is called prime if xГMГy=0 implies that x=0 or y=0 and it said to be semiprime if xГMГx=0 implies that x=0 for all x,y M , (2) .M is said to be n-torsion free if nx=0 , x M implies that x=0 where n is positive integer, (3). Khan for all , M , α Г .
In this paper the results of the concept of orthogonal symmetric higher bi-derivations on semiprime Г-ring are introduced, and some of lemmas and theorem are proved .
Orthogonal Symmetric Higher bi-Derivations on Semiprime Г-Rings.
In this section the concept of orthogonal symmetric higher bi-derivations are presented and studied on Г-rings and introduced an example and some lemmas.
Definition (2-1):
Let M be a Г-ring, let D=( ) ∈ and G=( ) ∈ be two symmetric higher bi-derivations on a Г-ring M .Then and are said to be orthogonal if for ali x,y,z M and n N (x,y) ГMГ (y,z)=(0)= (y,z) ГMГ (x,y)
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Where (x,y) ГMГ (y,z)=∑ (x, y)αmβ (y, z) =1 = 0 , for all m M and α, Г Now, the following example is about orthogonal symmetric higher bi-derivations:
Example (2-2) :
Let M be a Г-ring , and be two symmetric higher bi-derivations on M. Put M′=M×M and Г′=Г×Г ,we define ′ and ′ on M′ by ′ :M′→M′ and ′ :M′→M′ such that ′ ((x,y))= ( (x),0) and ′ ((x,y))=(0, ( )) for all x,y M′ and n N. Then ′ and ′ are symmetric higher biderivations such that ′ and ′ are orthogonal . Now, the following lemmas of orthogonal symmetric higher bi-derivations on Гring M. Lemma (2-3):(2) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Г-ring an x,y be elements of M. If for all , Г, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
.. 
is symmetric higher bi-derivation .
vi)
is symmetric higher bi-derivation . (3-3) : Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Г-ring, d n and be two symmetric higher bi-derivations for all n N . Suppose that d n ² = g n ² , then d n − g n and d n + g n are orthogonal .
Proof :
Suppose that d n ² = g n ² , then for all x,yϵM :
= [(d n − g n )(d n + g n ) + (d n + g n )(d n − g n )](x, y) = [ (d n − g n )(d n + g n )](x, y) + [(d n + g n )(d n − g n )](x, y) = ∑ [ (d i − g i )(d i + g i )](x, y) + [(d i + n i="1" g i )(d i − g i )] (x, y) = ∑ (d i ² + d i g i − g i d i − g i ²)(x, y) + n i=1 (d i 2 − d i g i + g i d i − g i 2 )(x, y) = ∑ d i ²(x, y) + d i (g i (x, y), m) − g i (d i (x, y), m) − n i=1 g i ²(x, y) + d i ²(x, y) − d i (g i (x, y), m) + g i (d i (x, y), m) − g i ²(x, y) for all m M 0 = d n ²(x, y) + d n (g n (x, y), m) − g n (d n (x, y), m) − g n ²(x, y) + d n ²(x, y) − d n (g n (x, y), m) + g n (d n (x, y), m) − g n ²(x, y) (d n − g n )(d n + g n ) + (d n + g n )(d n − g n ) = 0 By Theorem (3-1-6) (iv) d n − g n and d n + g n are orthogonal Conflicts of Interest: None.
